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manifestodesign founded in 2006,
 is a brand created by designers.

As the word itself says, “manifesto design” 
has the goal of becoming the representation

of a furnishing project interpretation 
that makes exclusive use of natural materials

 processed in the least invasive manner possible,
 with the intent and will of concretely and tangibly

promote the culture of the project
 in respect of nature and man,

 combining design and manufacturing processes.
The products created by Manifestodesign,

 follow the harmony of nature and human being
to satisfy as much as possible those 

who wish to enjoy them as their “companions”.
These products are often interpretations of famous 

anonymous projects in the history of design,
 or they are invented from scratch. 

The entire production is made in Italy, between
the Marche and the Romagna regions.

manifestodesign is a division of Tonuccidesign
www.manifestodesign.it
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iris redesign Enrico Tonucci  / ladder in ashwood and iroko 
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iris design Enrico Tonucci  / clothes angers in ashwood and black walnut
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torre design Enrico Tonucci  / table in ashwood and black walnut
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africa design Enrico Tonucci  / table in rosewood
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gaudi design Enrico Tonucci  / table in ashwood and rosewood
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dino anonimous design / seat in ashwood and iroko
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regista redesign Enrico Tonucci  / seat in rosewood, polished natural aluminum and leather
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regista redesign Enrico Tonucci  / seat in ashwood, rosewood and black walnut
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andrea redesign Enrico Tonucci  / small table and seat. structure in alluminium, tray in aswood and black walnutregista redesign Enrico Tonucci  / iroko wood, aluminum color bronze, leather
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branda design Enrico Tonucci  /camp bed in ashwood and black walnutandrea redesign Enrico Tonucci  / small table and seat. structure in alluminium, tray in aswood and black walnut
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branda design Enrico Tonucci  /camp bed in ashwood and black walnut
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branda design Enrico Tonucci  /camp bed in ashwood and black walnut
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mao and bao design by Viola Tonucci are made of exquisite 
recycling, and yarn recovery drum dyed inventory tissues, re-
searched at famous Italian manufacturers’ and then woven by 
craftsman at the loom with the technique of “pezzotto”. The re-
sult is an emotional and imperfect product, with similar shapes, 
but variable colours.
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mao design Viola Tonucci  / ottoman in leather
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bao design Viola Tonucci  / ottoman in leather
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bao design Viola Tonucci  / ottoman in leather, legs in black walnut 
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canestro design Enrico Tonucci  / little table, pouf and case made of ashwood or black walnut
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canestro design Enrico Tonucci  / little table, pouf and case made of ashwood or black walnut 
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quac design Viola Tonucci  / mini cart in black walnut 
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quac & quac bar design Viola Tonucci  / mini cart in black walnut  and leather



quac bar design Viola Tonucci  / mini cart in black walnut  and leather 
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campo design Viola Tonucci  / carpet in leather
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campo design Viola Tonucci  / carpet in leather
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campo design Viola Tonucci  /carpet in leather
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manifestodesign

materials 

chocolate/cognac/black/cow     skin  49/taupe/black/white                                   leather

black walnut                                iroko                                               ashwood                                wood                                   

fabric                                   

metal                                   

brown                         green-gray               salt&pepper                   “pezzotto”                             

inox                                                   alu.color bronze                        alu.color olive                        

alu. polish or anodized                           



                         iris                                                                     dino                                                                      torre                            

                                        gaudi                                                                                             torre                            

                                            regista                                                          andrea +                                 andrea                            

                                       branda                                                                                            branda                            

               canestro                                    quac                                          garten                                               campo                          

                                 mao                                                                bao                                                         big bao                           




